
Maintenance Excellence for 

Maintenance Supervisor Workshop 

“3 Days” 
June 25-27, 2024--- Location: Charleston, SC 

Cost $1495.00 (2.4 CEUs) 

“Maintenance Supervisors are the people who make the largest impact on 

maintainability and reliability in most organizations and thus I create this 

program to provide ideas which will allow them to far exceed 

management’s expectations and make a real difference in day-day 

maintenance of their equipment and motivation of their staff” 

Learn how to mitigate equipment failures through proven approaches 

based on Ricky Smith’s experience as a Maintenance Practitioner and 

Advisor. 

Who should attend:  

• Maintenance Supervisors 

• Maintenance Foreman 

• Maintenance Lead Person  

• Senior Maintenance Technicians looking to become a Maintenance 

Supervisor in the future 

Hands On Exercises: Over 15 “hands on” exercises used to enhance 

learning along with applying these exercises when you return to work.   

    

Workshop Objectives: 

 Learn what “Maintenance Best Practices” looks like and how to 

implement in order optimize your Maintenance Crew’s Performance 

 Identify and compare what a “Day in the Life of Proactive Maintenance 

Supervisor” looks like and identify how it matches what your current 

situation 



 Identify and compare what a “Day in the Life of Proactive Maintenance 

Technician” looks like and identify how it matches your technicians’ 

current situation. 

 Identify how to engage a Maintenance crew by through applying 

specific “change management tools” 

 Learn how to create an environment for success in your maintenance 

department 

 Identify which Metrics a Maintenance Supervisors used to manage their 

Maintenance Crew effectiveness and how to use it drive the right 

behavior 

 

 
 

 Learn simple techniques to motivate a maintenance crew 

 Identify the 11 Maintenance Supervisor Leadership Skills required for 

success and learn how these principles will make a difference in your 

crews’ performance. 

 

 



 Learn What a “Day in the Life of Proactive Planner” look like and 

identify how it matches the current situation of your Maintenance 

Planning and Scheduling Function. 

 Create a Daily/Weekly Maintenance Scorecard to be used when you 

return to work  

 

 
 

 Assess the current state of the Maintenance Function and create a plan 

to optimize your Maintenance Process using the crawl, walk, run 

methodology 

 Learn how to perform a PM Optimization at your site, step by step 

 

 



 Identify what are the attributes of a Proactive Maintenance Supervisor 

and how it increases effectiveness 

 Identify the Guiding Principles for Proactive Maintenance Supervisor 

 Learn how to Clearly Define “Role and Responsibility” for your team 

 … and learn so much more 

 
 Learn how to mitigate equipment partial and total functional failures 

 …and so much more    

 

Ricky Smith CMRP is the instructor and designed this program based on 

his experience as a Maintenance Supervisor, Maintenance Manager, 

Maintenance Engineer and now as a Maintenance Trainer and Educator. 

Ricky worked at the first plant in the “World” certified as having a “World 

Class Maintenance” Organization” – Alcoa Mt Holly 

 
 

 Need information? Email Ricky at rsmith@worldclassmaintenance.org 

“Join me at Charleston, SC” for a educational workshop. 

 


